Introduction
As living conditions and health care facilities improve, the average life expectancy increases leading to a growing elderly population. For example, in France, in 2005, there were five young and adult people for one senior, in 2050, it is expected that there will be ten young and adult people for every seven seniors [1] . Though most people age well, from deterioration in cognitive capabilities due to aging, head trauma, and Alzheimer's disease (AD)? This enlightenment has led to a growing necessity for new technologies 10 that can assist the elderly in their daily living. One such technology is the deployment of assistive robots for the elderly. In fact, such kind of robotic systems serving various tasks and purposes in the social care and medical/health sectors beyond the traditional scope of surgical and rehabilitation robots are poised to become one of the most important technological innovations of the 21 st century [2] . But, when robots leave industrial mass 15 production to help with daily living activities, i.e., household chores, the requirements for robot platforms change. While industrial production requires strength, precision, speed, and endurance, domestic service requires a robust navigation in indoor environments, a dexterous object manipulation, and an intuitive way of communicating (speech, gestures, and body language) with users. In this perspective, many issues are still to be solved, such 20 as perception and system integration. Making a robot a socially competent service provider in all the daily life areas is very challenging. Hence, we focus on the conception of a robotic system that provides mild memory assistance to the elderly, a requirement highly coveted for the elderly whom might exhibit Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) or Alzheimer's disease (AD) [3, 4] . A serious 25 issue for the elderly with MCI is forgetting where they have put objects that they use everyday, for example, keys, remote control, glasses, etc. This leads them to experience stress, loss of confidence, and become irritable, putting them at health risk especially considering their frailty [4] . Consequently, we consider deploying a robotic system that helps the elderly with MCI in locating everyday objects which are hidden (out of the 30 user's sight), or put in unusual places. The work presented in this paper is part of a French National Research Agency (ANR) funded research project called RIDDLE 1 , an acronym for Robots for perceptual Interactions Dedicated to Daily Life Environment, which aims to make a step forward in these directions by combining the underlying multiple and uncertain perceptual analyses related to, (1) objects and space regarding the robot's 35 spatial intelligence, and (2) multi-modal communication regarding the robot's transactional intelligence.
To paint a clear picture, let us consider the following exemplar scenario. A person suffering from MCI, which we henceforth refer as the user, is carrying his/her normal everyday activity. Then, let us say the user wants to change the channel on the TV but 40 realizes he/she could not remember where the remote control is. The user will then have to pose the question to the robot which is monitoring him/her stowed away in a noninterfering position. The robot will then answer the user's questions/riddles about the object utilizing appropriate actions (speech, displacement, pointing action). Based on this scenario, we identify three main key functional requirements for the robot: (1) detecting can freely move in his/her environment. However, when an interaction starts, after the intention-for-interaction step, the person's position is fixed during the interaction process. The goal of the interaction phase is for the robot to find a lost object upon request. The robot has to indicate the direction of the object by pointing its head towards it and giving some verbal precisions about its location -at the moment no object displacement 80 is managed by the robot. For example: "the remote control is under the table". The objects are stored in a user-defined semantic map since the focus of the paper is not on object detection. All the algorithms presented in this work are embedded on the PR2 2 robotic platform using the Robot Operating System (ROS) middleware framework [10] . ROS is a collection of software frameworks for robot software development with a very 85 active community and numerous publicly available packages that provide an operating system-like functionality on a heterogeneous computer cluster. Hence, we base all our implementations and associate robotic integration on ROS (based on C++ and Python programming languages). Furthermore, all essential algorithms are integrated on the robot, while data visualization modules are seamlessly integrated on an external computer without 90 overloading the PR2 system. All sensors are embedded on the robot. The only exception is an Android smartphone, which is located within 2 meters from the user (in his/her hand or on a table near him/her), that is used to capture audio signal.
This paper makes the following four core contributions:
1. A complete multi-modal perception driven non-intrusive domestic robotic system; 95 2. A novel multi-modal user's intention-for-interaction detection modality; 3. A fusion method to improve the speech recognition given the user's position, available sensors, and recognition tools;
4. Details of the complete implemented system along with relevant evaluations that demonstrate the soundness of the framework via an exemplar application. The ap-
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plication is an assistive scenario whereby the robot helps the user find hidden or misplaced objects in his/her living place.
The proposed framework is further investigated by conducting relevant user studies involving 17 elderly participants. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related work briefly, Section 3
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presents an overview of the adopted system. Sections 4, 5, and 6 describe the user detection, the user's intention detection, and close HRI (with speech modality) part, respectively. Then, Section 7 explains how the task-level coordination is realized along with relevant implementation details. Experiments and results on PR2 are detailed in Section 8, and finally, the paper finishes with concluding remarks in Section 9.
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Related Work
As highlighted in the introduction section, we consider to endow the robot with monitoring and interacting phases similar to most assistive robotic systems, e.g., [5, 6, 7] . During the monitoring phase, the robot remains static and observes the scene until a triggering action leads it to transition to the interacting phase, making it begin an interaction with the 115 user. In the literature, the interaction and monitoring phases adopted by various assistive robotic system are very similar -Broekens et al. [3] provide a review of relevant assistive social robots in elderly care. The main difference comes from what triggers the transition from monitoring to interaction. Different approaches have been investigated: a user interface (on screen) [7] , an explicit vocal demand [5] , a recognized gesture [11] , or a scheduled 120 triggering (e.g., take medicine at 8 am) [6] , are some examples. Even though all these triggering mechanisms have led to a successful assistive robotic scenario in their specific context, we argue that further improved system can be reached by triggering mechanism on user's intention, i.e., start interaction phase whenever the user expresses intent to interact with the robot. We call this notion the user's intention-for-interaction. Indeed, endowing robots with the ability to understand humans' intentions opens up the possibility to create robots that can successfully interact with people in a social setting as humans, stepping towards proactivity [5] . We use the term non-intrusive to describe the behaviour of this assistive robotic system. It is non-intrusive in that it only starts interaction with a user when it detects the user's intention to do so, and before that the robot monitors the person
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with an RGB-D camera and audio sensor. This is inline with several work in the literature that identify with the term by using cameras for observation without interrupting and/or intruding into the target user [12, 13, 14, 15] .
The rest of this section presents related work that pertains to each considered perceptual component, i.e., user detection, intention perception, and speech recognition. 
User Detection
User detection in our context falls in the generic research area of automated people detection. Most of the promising approaches rely on visual sensors, primarily classical RGB cameras and RGB-D (D stands for depth) cameras/stereo-heads providing 3D data. To date, several visual (visual camera based) people detectors have been proposed (see 140 comprehensive surveys in [16, 17] ). When considering a camera on a moving vehicle, as in a mobile robot, the detector has to rely on information per frame and cannot rely on stationary or slowly changing background assumptions/models. In RGB based sensors, the most relevant works are that of Dalal [19] , and the Aggregate Channel Feature (ACF) based detector of Dollar et al. [20] . In this vein, further improvements have been achieved by utilizing various heterogeneous pool of features [21, 22] . With the advent of efficient and easy to use RGB-D cameras, e.g., Microsoft's Kinect sensor, more improved and robust people detectors have been proposed [23, 24] . These RGB-D based propositions have a remarkable impact in the 150 robotics community; in addition to being compelling alternatives to laser range finder based detectors [25] , they have various useful qualities: accurate distance to user, better occlusion reasoning, robustness to appearance clutter, etc. As a result, they have recently been a popular choice whenever an RGB-D sensor is involved [23] . Consequently, in our framework, we primarily use an RGB-D based detector and couple it with an RGB based 155 detector for further improvement.
Intention Perception
Detecting user's intention has, in recent years, gained significant attention in HumanRobot Interaction (HRI) research. Generally speaking, understanding user's intentions plays a fundamental role in establishing coherent communication amongst people [26] .
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Inspired by this, different researchers have been working on detecting user's intention for improved human-machine interaction in general, e.g., [27, 28, 29, 30] . Knowing a user's true intention opens up several possibilities: (1) understand his/her activity at the earliest (before the activity is even complete); (2) constrain the space of possible future actions and provide context [29] ; and (3) correctly understand his/her action, for example, in the event of a motor neuron disorder where actions might not reflect true user's intention [31] . In particular, a Parkinson user could emit incoherent gestures for the robot, which could be difficult to interpret.
Intention has previously been synthesized in the literature as "robot-awareness" by Drury et al. [32] . We can also find a similar concept defined as "attention estimation" 170 in Hommel et al. [33] . However, these terms refer to lots of notions in robotics, such as "context-awareness", "user-awareness", etc. Even "user-awareness" can have more than one meaning. For example, it could mean that the robot needs only to know where the user is, for an obstacle avoidance context, or it could mean that the robot needs to interpret the user's emotions in the context of human-robot interaction [34] . In this work, we will focus 175 on detecting the intention of a user to interact with the robot, which we call intentionfor-interaction, often simply stated as user intention detection. The usage of the term intention detection is in line with the terminology used in relevant literatures that address similar problems, e.g., [35, 36, 37] .
Recently, various work revolving around user intention perception has been burgeoning 180 in the HRI community [31, 29, 38, 39] . The need to understand people's intention mostly stems from early activity detection [30, 38, 40] , context establishment [29, 30] , and true intention understanding in case of confusing actions [31] . Intention can be described in several aspects, such as the nature of data (mono-modal, multi-modal, discrete, continuous, etc.), the fusion strategy, and finally the application context. Focusing on the inputs for the 185 intention perception detector, several data channels can be distinguished. First, the most obvious should be the head pose and eye gaze estimation as demonstrated in Martinez et al. [31] . A second cue comes straightforward with the context awareness in Clair et al. [29] . Bascetta et al. [40] used an online prediction of user's trajectory, which can be associated with a user's habit. More cues are related with user's body part orientation.
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Huber [28] based his work on user's feet position and orientation, Kuan et al. [38] used elbow angles and force signals. In order to extract all these features, RGB-D cameras and classical cameras are dominantly chosen for tracking, head pose and eye gaze estimation, but sometimes physiological sensors are used such as muscular electromyography (EMG) and force sensors. Surprisingly, contrary to its pervasive presence, audio sensors/signals 195 have been rarely utilized for intention detection, but rather for user engagement detection in few occasions, e.g., [41] . Evidently, fusing different heterogeneous cues robustifies the estimation step further. When considering multi-modal/multi-cue based intention estimation, the considered fusion/inference module plays an important role in robustness. In the literature, the most 200 promising work utilizes probabilistic frameworks for fusion and inference. For instance Dynamic Bayesian Networks [42] , Hidden Markov Models [40, 30] , and generic recursive Bayesian filters [31] . Generally, all intention perception modules relate to safety considerations and improved communication. They are used in a large variety of applications: action prediction [29] , electric wheelchair's navigation [31] , and guiding or resisting a user as part 205 of a rehabilitation process [38] . These types of perception modules are even used in smart public display in order to determine the intention to read an advertisement [28] . Based on these insights, the presented multi-modal intention-for-interaction detection scheme fuses user head orientation, user anterior body orientation, and audio activity -heterogeneous cues that have not been considered altogether before for detecting intention -in a 210 probabilistic framework.
Speech Recognition
For many years, researchers have been proposing methods to improve speech recognition accuracy by combining automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems. Different fusion techniques are described by Lecouteux et al. in [43] , some relying on the posterior merging 215 of the recognition hypotheses, others on acoustic cross-adaptation. These authors have also proposed a driven decoding algorithm integrating the outputs of secondary systems in the search algorithm of a primary one, improving their results by 14.5% relative Word Error Rate (WER). In these different cases, each system processes the same audio signal. However, in our context, we consider two different inputs: embedded and external mi-crophones. We also consider that the user can speak from different locations, being close from one microphone and far from another. Depending on the user position, the speech recognition could be more efficient if the input was sometimes taken from one microphone and sometimes taken from another. In many cases, audio and computer vision are used separately. However, approaches based on the user/microphone distance have already been 225 investigated in different contexts. With meeting data, like in Maganti et al. [44] , where the user is tracked in order to extract his position which is then sent to a beam forming algorithm. The beam is created in the direction of the user in order to remove any external audio interference and retrieve the user's speech only. In this vein, the work by Onuma et al. in [8] presents a speech denoising algorithm working with a bank of filters and using 230 the position of the user around two microphones. In both cases, the work is done at the signal level while our fusion approach is carried out at the hypothesis level. In Stiefelhagen et al. [9] , a study on remote microphones and variable distances was carried out. The data was recorded from different "user-to-microphone" distances and the speech recognition system was adapted, with an adaptive algorithm, to use the correct model knowing 235 the distance. In this work a 10 to 15% of WER reduction was reached. In our work we want to take benefit from the specificity and the diversity of existing sensors, and ASR systems in order to exploit the link between multiple Microphone/Speech API combinations, we also want to use the current distance between the user and the sensor capturing the audio input -User/Microphone distance. These distances are inferred by computer vision 240 with the skeleton fitting algorithm [45] . Since there is no one best global combination for each distance, we propose a framework to fuse information from simultaneously running combinations and dynamically select the most adapted or appropriate configuration as a function of the user/microphone distance. The aim is to obtain a reduced Word Error Rate (WER) during an interaction session. This fusion framework, inspired from the work of 
Complete System Overview
This work is based on the overall framework illustrated in Fig. 1 . This framework is generic and can be applied to a whole range of scenarios involving HRI. It can be summa- 
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To elaborate further, first, similar to any system involving HRI, our framework begins by finding the location of the user-to-be person. This is accomplished with the user detection modality presented in Section 4. Once the robot has detected the person in the room, it does not start interaction directly as we are interested in a non-intrusive robotic behavior (see Section 1). It rather positions itself in a waiting area monitoring the activity of this 260 person. In our framework, the monitoring step aims to detect the user's intention-forinteraction, which is presented in Section 5. When detected, the robot approaches the person and starts the envisaged interaction routine described in Section 6. In Fig. 1 , the steps involving robot motion (physical transition) are shown in dashed rectangles; the other blocks, which are also pictorially illustrated, involve some form of sensor driven multi-modal 265 perceptual activity. It goes without saying that the close HRI block is self looping unless explicitly stopped by the user, in which case the robot goes back to the monitoring state. As an instance of this framework, we illustrate a demonstrative application in Section 8 where this framework is used to help a user find various objects in the vicinity of the robot through primarily speech based interaction and knowledge about the user environment.
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Throughout this work, we use the PR2 robot from Willow Garage Inc. shown in Fig. 2 as the target robotic platform. PR2 is a popular robot that has been used as a test bench by many robotic researchers all over the world. It is composed of an omnidirectional mobile base enabling its movements; two articulated arms; a telescopic spine; two laser sensors, one tilting on the torso and another fixed on the base; a pan/tilt capable head; and many 275 more components (which are not listed here as they are not used in this work). The head features an RGB-D sensor (Kinect), two wide-angle color cameras, and two narrow-angle monochrome cameras. Its computing power relies primarily on two Quad-Core i7 Xeon Processors (8 cores) with 24 GB RAM. The robot is equipped with a 1.3kWh lithium-ion embedded battery pack that provides 2 hrs approximate runtime -this made cord-less 280 robotic runs possible during experimental sessions. We primarily use the Kinect RGB-D sensor mounted on it for user related perception. Audio data, in addition to the Kinect microphones, is captured using a Samsung Galaxy Note 2 smartphone (running Android 4.2). The smartphone communicates with PR2 via a common Wi-Fi network. Softwarewise, our PR2 uses the Groovy instance of the Robotic Operating System (ROS) software architecture [10] . Fig. 3 illustrates a ROS node based architecture of our perception driven assistive robotic system implementation. Fig. 3 is presented here to provide a general idea of the overall system structure. Each rounded rectangle represents an individual ROS node with the arrows indicating the data flow between the different nodes. The shaded nodes correspond to the nodes we imple-290 mented, either from scratch or as a wrapper on top of an existing classical implementation, and the rest denote publicly available implementations. The main perceptual modalities presented in this work rely on the Kinect sensor -RGB-D data for vision related perceptions and audio data for speech related perceptions. The intention-for-interaction detector node, labeled "fused intention", takes shoulder pose estimation, head pose estimation, and 295 the result of Voice Activity Detection (VAD) to measure the intention of the user. On the other hand, the dialogue module, "audio interpret" node, takes speech recognition results and gives the sought objects' location information (with the help of the speech synthesizer module). The task coordinator, dubbed "demo smach supervisor" node, is the with their transitions coherently. It acts as the main interface between the robot's native software that controls its actuators and the developed modalities that leads to consistent coordination and execution of the envisaged scenario. It is worth mentioning here that the robot actually has native software architecture that carries the basic functionalities of an autonomous mobile robot. Some of these functionalities include accurate robot localization 305 within a given map, navigation, obstacle avoidance, system diagnosis, etc. Further details are provided in Section 7.
User Detection
As highlighted in Section 3, one requirement of the presented framework is the correct detection and localization of the user in the room. The user detection module should 310 be able to detect the user whether he/she is sitting on a chair or standing in an upright position. It should also be robust to partial body occlusions as much as possible. Even though during close interaction phases the distance between the robot and the user is less than 5m (our depth sensor's range), the adopted use case entails detecting a person at a farther distance than that, especially when the robot is initially looking for the user in a 315 room.
Primarily relying on the RGB-D sensor mounted on the robot, we have chosen to use a state-of-the-art upper body detector (head and shoulder) recently proposed by Jafari et al. [23] with two main improvements. The original detector proposed in [23] has two components: an RGB-D data based upper body detector, and an RGB only full body 320 detector called groundHOG. The upper body detector detects close-by persons upto 5m -the sensor's depth operating range, but fails to detect people that are beyond this range. On the other hand, the complementary groundHOG, which is based on Dalal and Triggs HOG detector [18] , detects people that are farther effectively -as a person's full body will be in the camera Field Of View (FOV) -but fails to detect close-by people due to 325 possible cropped out (out of camera FOV) body parts (e.g., legs). Both detections are then directly combined and non-maximal suppression is applied to discard overlapping bounding boxes on the image plane. In this work, we use this combined detector by further making two important modifications: (1) we replace groundHOG with our optimized Binary Integer Programming (BIP) based full body detector (BIP-HOG) [47] , and (2) we 330 employ a greedy data association algorithm [48] to combine the upper body and full body detections with real world spatial consistency. These modifications improve the overall detection performance as demonstrated in Section 8.3.1.
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RGB Image
Optimized BIP-HOG Detector [47] Fusion with Spatial Consistency Combined Detections [23] is based on a learned upper body template which is applied on incoming depth images in a sliding window mode. It computes a distance matrix consisting of the Euclidean distance between the template and each overlayed normalized depth image segment, labeling each window whose 340 normalized exponential distance score from the template is above a threshold as a positive instance. Rather than applying the template on all positions, the authors use different techniques to extract Region Of Interest (ROI) based on ground plane estimation and color image segmentation. This step filters out the majority of the image background reducing possible false alarms and speeding up detection rates. The optimized BIP-HOG detector is a Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) implementation of our detector presented in Mekonnen et al. [47] . This detector uses discrete optimization to select a subset of HOG features in a cascade framework that leads to improved frame rate while maintaining comparable detection to the classical Dalal and Triggs HOG detector. bip obtained using the BIP-HOG detector, it is expressed as {r
bip }. The r, p, and ϑ for the upper body detector are provided by the detector (p corresponds to the 3D coordinate of the approximate head position determined directly from the depth data). For BIP-HOG, r and ϑ are also provided by the detector directly; to determine the corresponding values for p, we rely on the standard
) and a h p = 1.75m average human height assumption. First, given a detection bounding box r, we determine an approximate head position in pixel corrdinate (u d , v d ) by taking a fixed offset from the top bounding box margin as shown in Fig. 5 . Then, the approximate 3D position of the kth detection p are determined by combining D bip and D up using the greedy data association algorithm outlined in Algorithm 1. The algorithm merges all detections arising from the same spatial position and separately adds the rest if they seem reliable. Referring to Algorithm 1, the fusion algorithm begins by computing a distance score matrix
(line 2). Then two detections m * and n * with the least score are associated if their distance score is less than the threshold ρ d (lines [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . This associated detection is added to the set of fused detections with r and p taken from the upper body detector and a detection score set 375 to the sum of the coupled detection scores. The corresponding detections are removed from the bip and ub detection sets. If associated detections have scores higher than the threshold (lines [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , the upper body detection is directly added to the fused detection set, whereas the BIP-HOG detection is added only if it is farther than 5m -upper body is more reliable in close range while BIP-HOG is not. Finally, all unassociated upper body detections are 380 directly added to fused detection, whereas unassociated BIP-HOG detections are added only if they are farther than 5m (lines [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Comparative experimental evaluation of this fused detector and its constituents is detailed in Section 8.3.1. Fig. 6 shows a block diagram of the framework used to estimate user's intention-for- 385 interaction using an RGB-D camera (e.g., Kinect, stereo rig) and an audio sensor (e.g., smartphone, tablet, microphone, etc.). It estimates the user's intention based on three important cues: user's line of sight -inferred from head pose; user's anterior body direction -determined from shoulder orientation; and speech used to draw attention -captured via Voice Activity Detection (VAD). The head pose detection and shoulder orientation 390 detection modules rely on depth images. The detection outputs are further filtered using a Particle Swarm Optimization inspired Tracker (PSOT) presented in Mollaret et al. [50] . Both the VAD and tracker output are considered as observation inputs and are fused to provide a probabilistic intention estimate using a Hidden Markov Model (HMM). The probabilistic graphical model depicted in Fig. 7 illustrates the relationship between 395 the hidden variables, x t and x t−1 , which are the intention indicators at time t and t − 1 respectively, and the observation variables z 
Intention-for-Interaction Detection
z (head yaw θ h and pitch φ h ) and shoulder orientation (shoulder yaw θ sh ) observations from the particle swarm based tracker that provides estimated head pose (position and orientation) in space, and shoulder orientation with respect to the vertical plane of the camera optical frame in space (yaw). z 2 t , on the other hand, is a discrete random variable that takes on either vad or ¬vad to represent the observation from the voice activity detection 405 module. Further description of these two observation variables along with their associated probability distributions are provided in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 respectively.
With the assumption that the observations are conditionally independent given the state (encoded in the graphical model in Fig. 7) , and making use of Bayes rule, the posterior probability distribution over the state P (x t |Z 1:t ) given all measurements upto time t, Z 1:t , can be expressed with Eq. (3).
where P (x t |x t−1 ) is the state transition (dynamics) distribution and η is a normalization factor. Again here both x and z 2 are discrete random variables that take on values 410 {intent, ¬intent} and {vad, ¬vad} respectively, whereas z 1 takes on continuous values given the PSOT tracker output.
Head and Shoulder Pose Estimation
This observation is based on head pose estimation, shoulder orientation estimation, and particle swarm optimization based tracking for filtered estimates as explained in the 415 previous section.
Head Pose Estimation. This module is based on the work of Fanelli et al. [51] which formulates the pose estimation as a regression problem and uses random regression forests on depth images from an RGB-D sensor. This choice is motivated by regression forests capability to handle large training datasets. The regression is based on difference of rectangular 420 patches resembling the generalized Haar-like features in [52] . The training is done using the Biwi Kinect Head Pose Dataset [51] . The 6D state vector [x
contains the 3D head position and the three orientation angles relative to the sensor. The claimed precision in the paper is 5. tionally, head pose is detected with a mean error of 13.4mm (±21.1mm).This mode works best with close-by subjects, subjects placed at a distance of 1.5m to 2.0m. Shoulder Orientation Estimation. For this we primarily rely on OpenNI library [45] which provides a fitted skeleton model of the user based on the depth data. Then, using simple geometry, the user's shoulder orientation is obtained by computing the vector between The head and shoulder poses provided by the above two modules are computed frame by frame without any temporal link. It is also possible to have missing estimates from any of the modules at any times. To alleviate that and provide a smoothed continuous estimate, hence filtering, we make use of our PSOT tracker. Given head pose and 440 shoulder orientation in the form of
T from the head pose and shoulder orientation estimation modules at time frame t, PSOT is used to determine spatio-temporal posterior point estimates (filtered estimates) of head pose and shoulder orientation at time frame t with the state vector of the PSOT tracker represented as
T . The PSOT is a filter adapted from Particle Swarm Opti-445 mization (PSO) [53] that combines interesting amenities of PSO with Particle Filter [54] , namely state dynamic model for improved tracking performance. Contrary to PSO, there is only one iteration of the PSOT at each time frame (there is no adaptive learning). It has a linear complexity with the number of particles used (which is 150 in this work), and it does not need an expensive computing resource to work in real time. Also contrary 450 to other particle based algorithms, particles interact with each other with a social and cognitive component in the update step. This behavior leads to a more efficient estimation of state as there is no particle degeneration phenomenon. For the head pose and shoulder orientation estimation, the adopted tracker uses a random walk dynamic model and a multivariate Gaussian model with a diagonal covariance matrix as the observation model 455 in the fitness evaluation (please refer to [50] for details).
The distribution P (z 1 t |x t ) is derived based on the tracker output, i.e., based on θ h , φ h , θ sh angles. These angles are represented in such a way that when the user is looking right into the optical frame with their anterior body oriented parallel to the image plane, all angles are 0. With this in mind, P (z 1
T . The covariance matrix Σ is a diagonal matrix; though not applied here, its values can be varied using the tracked head position.
Voice Activity Detection (VAD)
Audio signal is used for intention detection based on user voice activity detection. Users have the tendency to talk to a robot when they want its attention. Taking advantage of this,
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we denote the onset of a voice activity as one indicator for user's intention-for-interaction. In this work we rely on the voice activity detection module from PocketSphinx C library 3 . This algorithm is based on signal energy. It flags the given audio frame as containing speech elements if the signal energy is above a predefined threshold. Since signal energy is affected by the noise in the environment, the implementation in PocketSphinx does an 470 initial calibration stage so as to best separate signal from stationary noise using a statisticalbased noise removal method. Depending on the environment ambient noise (robot noise and room noise), the VAD is estimated properly up to 2m from the audio sensor.
The observation from the VAD module is represented by the random variable z 2 t at time t taking discrete values {vad, ¬vad}. Since both z 2 t and x t take binary discrete values, the 475 associated likelihood distribution P (z 2 t |x t ) is simply represented by four probability values.
Close Human-Robot Interaction
During this phase, the human and the robot are engaged in basic interaction. The person asks for assistance, and the robot answers by providing a useful response or assistance. This phase is implemented by a static state machine dialogue module that manages the 480 interaction. Each specific question/request coming from the user can trigger transitions to different states leading to robotic service provision.
The close interaction is started when the user's intention-for-interaction has been detected. The interaction stops when the user explicitly tells the robot that he/she does not need it anymore, for example, by saying the French equivalents of, "thank you, goodbye!",
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"thank you, all is ok now", "goodbye", and the like. The robot then goes back to its garage position and resumes the user's monitoring state until the next user's intention-forinteraction is detected.
As an exemplar instance, we implement a scenario where the robot, upon specific inquiry, helps to find objects that the user has forgotten. Hence, in this specific case the 490 goal of the dialogue is to retrieve targeted object. The basic semantic analysis is done by using keywords in the speech recognition hypothesis and a vote to find the preponderant meaning between the N-Best hypothesis from the interpretation. accordingly. The verbal answer will be given to the user by the Google Text To Speech API which contains a set of predefined sentences.
Our contributions in this part do not lie in the interaction per se, but in the improvement of the user's perception by using multiple input audio streams and multiple ASR systems. In this work, we use the CMU API PocketSphinx and the Google Speech API as ASR 500 systems. We also use two microphones: the embedded microphone of the Kinect sensor, and the microphone from a Samsung Galaxy Note 2 smartphone. We create four combinations of microphone/ASR system, but the global framework could easily be generalized to more combinations with the addition of more microphones or ASR systems. Based on the work of [46], a fusion framework is created as the Bayesian network model illustrated in Fig. 9 .
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The idea is that, for each set of distances d between the user and the microphones, and for each set of hypothesis U coming from each combination, we want to find the best combination S. This is illustrated by Eq. (4) where P (S|d, U ) represents the probability of the combination S being the most reliable knowing the distances and the hypothesis. P (S|d) stands for the probability of the combination S being the most reliable knowing the 
In order to dynamically select the best combination S given the user distances and the hypothesis, we first learn the density P (S|d) which is inversely proportional to the Word Error Rate (WER) function of the distance. This measure will be further explained 515 in Section 8.2. The density is learned with the dataset presented in Section 8.1 and the WER values are interpolated using a 3 rd degree polynomial. This density is then used in Algorithm 2, which is an implementation of the Bayesian network previously described.
Task-level Coordination and Implementation Details
Deploying the complete system described in this paper on a robotic platform is a com-520 plex task which needs a coordinating tool to start and stop services whenever required and to make transitions between different services smoothly with proper exception propagation. These different services could be thought of as individual robotic tasks that can
Fusion algorithm based on a Bayesian network for homogeneous fusion. Fig. 10 : Visualization of the task-level coordination state machine constructed using smach [55] . Each shaded state machine is a container by itself (consisting of a sub state machine), the outputs of which are shown in red rectangular blocks.
be coordinated to create and launch a complete working robotic demo. For example, in this work, user detection, user's intention detection, human-robot interaction, and robot 525 control (robot movement or specific joint control) can make up individual tasks. A popular tool, especially for ROS based systems, adopted here is smach [55] . Smach is a task-level architecture for rapidly creating complex robot behavior that has been successfully used in many robotic applications, e.g., [58, 59] . The complete system spanning from user detection to human-robot interaction is coordinated via different state containers including 530 finite state machines, concurrent state machines, and action state machines. The concurrent state machine, for example, is used to launch the user detector action in parallel with a robot head pan action to scan the room for possible presence of a person, assuming the person is not obscured by any furniture in the environment. Fig. 10 shows a trimmed down main task has an associated smach state machine shown in Fig. 10 . The sub-tasks represented as ROS node implementations are also shown (cross reference with Fig. 3 ). The boldface nodes indicate the ones developed in line with this work, while the rest are publicly available implementations. The main components of our framework, as presented in Section 3, have corresponding smach state machines labeled as FINDPERSON, MOVE-545 TOGARAGE, INTENT4INTERACT, APPROACHUSER, and DIALOGUE respectively. The POINT-HEAD state machine is an intermediary state used to point the head of the robot towards the person before the INTENT4INTERACT and DIALOGUE phases. The corresponding sub-tasks are also detailed clearly showing the link with the corresponding ROS node. For all the robot actions that involve an actuator (robot motion, head move-550 ment), the ROS actionlib interface specifically developed for the PR2 is used [60] . All the modules presented in Table 1 execute across four heterogeneous machines: two Intel(R) Quad-Core i7 Xeon machines on the PR2 (PR2 c1 and PR2 c2), an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-2720QM workstation, and a Samsung Galaxy Note 2 smartphone, thanks to ROS's abstraction that enables seamless TCP/IP communication between these machines. The 555 robot and the smartphone are connected to the network via Wi-Fi connections, whereas the workstation is connected via a fixed network cable. In the current implementation, the position of the objects are assumed to be known a priori. This information is stored in the Object Map Database. It contains the position of the various objects in the environment, for example, as "The remote is under the table". For improved and more realistic scenarios,
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it will suffice just to update this database with information of detected objects should an automated object detection module become available in the future. Regarding the audio data from the smartphone, the real-time audio signal used by the ASR system is streamed to the robot from an Android application. This application is developed in the context of this work using the rosjava Android build tool [61] to both use 565 the phone as an input device and a debugging tool when operating the robot. Therefore, the smartphone can be used to visualize the speech recognition hypothesis and the current state of the robot. The audio is streamed to the network with 512 sample buffers of 16bits quantization level. A lock button is set to prevent any unwanted touches on the screen (e.g., from stopping the audio stream accidentally). A screen snapshot of the Android 570 application user interface is shown in Fig. 11 . 
Experiments and Results
This section presents the different experimental evaluations carried out to validate and demonstrate the proposed multi-modal perception driven assistive robotic framework along with the obtained results. It is categorized under four headings: (1) the various 575 datasets used for evaluation in Section 8.1; (2) the adopted standard evaluation metrics in Section 8.2; (3) details of the obtained results in Section 8.3; and (4) the conducted user study along with analysis of observations made therein in Section 8.4.
Datasets
The various components of the presented system rely on multi-modal data acquired 580 using a Kinect sensor (RGB-D and audio) and an Android mobile device (audio). Due to the multi-modal nature and hence the difficulty in finding a public dataset tailored for our application, we have used several proprietary datasets. The datasets include RGB-D image frames for user detection, combined RGB-D and audio for intention detection, and audio only for the speech recognition part. All the datasets described in this section are 585 purposely collected by us for consequent experimental evaluations. Table 2 summarizes the ones used for evaluating the user detection, and intention detection components. 
User Detection Dataset (UserDet-DT).
To evaluate the user detection module, we use a proprietary RGB-D dataset consisting of 235 image frames intermittently acquired using a Kinect sensor mounted on our mobile robot in our robotic lab (cluttered robotic lab-1 in 590 Table 2 ). Each frame of the dataset contains at least one person, the majority contain two persons, and a few image frames feature four persons (the maximum number of persons per image frame). In terms of detection targets, there are a total of 521 target occurrences out of which 182 are situated farther than 5m from the Kinect sensor. Even though the application context in this work is single user detection, we evaluate the detection 595 module with this dataset containing multiple persons per image frame to characterize its detection capability thoroughly as is done in standard people detection literature [16] . This will increase the chance of testing the detector under broadly varying conditions, e.g., inter-person occlusions, deformations due to articulations, and different person postures (walking, sitting, standing, etc.). Additionally, it will help demonstrate its capability and 600 potential to be used in multi-user scenarios. The dataset is manually annotated to create a complete ground truth by delineating each person in each image frame with rectangular bounding boxes. reaches a maximum and no hypothesis is produced by any combination. The acquisition is iterated with a total of four speakers. All in all, this dataset contains 17 sentences uttered 12 times by four speakers -resulting in 816 total number of recorded sentences spanning a total time of 34'03".
Intention Evaluation Dataset (Intent-DT
Evaluation Metrics
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To quantify the performance of the different perceptual blocks utilized in this work, we make use of various well established metrics.
User Detector Performance. To evaluate the performance of the user detector, we use Miss Rate (MR) and average False Positives Per Image (FPPI) metrics as defined in Eqs. (5) and (6) respectively. Both the MR and FPPI are the most widely established evaluation 630 metrics in people detection [16] . MR indicates the proportion of people not detected in the entire dataset (it is "1−True Positive Rate"). FPPI on the other hand indicates the false positives averaged over the total number of image frames -it signifies how many false positives are likely to occur when applied on a new image frame.
In these Eqs. (5) and (6), i represents the image frame, N f the total number of image frames in the dataset, and TP i , FP i , FN i denote True Positives, False Positives, and False Negatives at the ith test image frame respectively. The evaluation generally results in an MR -FPPI plot in log-log scale that is generated by varying the threshold (ϑ o ) on the final detector score ϑ. For example, increasing the threshold ϑ o will increase the MR, 640 less windows will be detected, but it also reduces the number of false positives (hence the FPPI), and vice-versa. ϑ o is a tunable parameter that defines the operating point of the detector. To summarize the performance of the detector, the log-average miss rate is used. It is computed by averaging miss rate at nine FPPI rates evenly spaced in log-space in the range 10 −2 to 10 0 (for curves that end before reaching a given FPPI rate, the minimum 645 miss rate achieved is used) [16] .
Intention Evaluation. The final inference engine of the intention-for-interaction is based on an HMM. Hence, to quantify its detection performance, we make use of various metrics mostly used in HMM applications in the literature (e.g., [62] ) listed below. For easier mathematical notation, let us represent the different measures as follows: let us define 650 the indicator function I(x, y) in Eq. (7) assuming x, y ∈ {intent, ¬intent} to be used to flag a true positive, a false positive, and a true negative. Let I t , G t ∈ {intent, ¬intent} represent the intention label assigned by the intention detection module and the ground truth intention label at time frame t respectively. Let T represent the entire length of the evaluation dataset which consists of
655 disjoint spans where there is and there is no user intention in the ground truth annotation respectively. N IT is the total number of such spans where there is user intention, and N NT is the total number of such spans where is no intention. The |.| indicates the duration of a time span, e.g., |T intent,j | is the duration of the jth intention marked time span. Consequently, T = T intent ∪ T ¬intent is satisfied. Finally, let the set J * stand to represent the set of indexes 660 of such time spans where an intention is correctly detected at some point in the span, i.e., J * = {j| t∈T intent,j I(I t , G t ) > 0}.
I(x, y) = 1, if x = intent and y = intent 0, otherwise
• True Positive Rate (TPR): It is defined as the ratio of correct intention detection (in accordance with the ground truth) to that of total intention tagged (G t = intent) data frames. It is formally expressed using Eq. (8) .
• False Alarm Rate (FAR): It is the ratio of the number of observation data frames for which the detection output flags an intention where there is none in the ground truth, to that of the total number of no intention data frames as described with Eq. (9).
FAR = 1
t∈T I(¬G t , ¬G t ) t∈T
• Average Early Detection (AED): Given an observation span j labeled with intent, T intent,j , the early detection time is the discrete time t d,j the system took to correctly 670 detection an intention. The AED, then, is computed by averaging the normalized early detection time over all correctly detected intentions. Using J * , the AED can be expressed as in Eq. (10) .
• Average Correct Duration (ACD): It is defined in a similar fashion as AED, but instead considers the correctly detected intention duration. If c d,j represents the 675 discrete time span (duration) through which an intention is correctly detected, the ACD is determined by averaging over all correctly detected intentions as in Eq. (11).
Speech Recognition. The evaluation of the speech recognition module is based on the Word Error Rate (WER) metric. The classic Word Error Rate (WER) is defined by:
where S is the number of word substitutions, D is the number of word deletions, I
680 is the number of word insertions and N is the number of words in the reference. In order to learn P (S|d) that is used by the fusion Algorithm 2, the WER of each combination function of the distance is first learned. Two sets of metrics are defined and computed on the dataset presented in Section 8.1 (predefined sentences uttered at different distances) used for the P (S|d) estimation. These metrics are presented below.
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• total WER (T-WER): in this case, the WER is computed for all utterances, even if there is no hypothesis found by a speech recognition API. This is the classic mean WER. This metric is used to compare different systems.
• utterance WER (U-WER): in this case, the WER is computed for all utterances, only if there are hypotheses found, which means that when nothing has been recognized,
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the hypothesis is discarded. This can be seen as the precision of the recognition of a speech recognition API. This metric is used to learn the mapping matrix.
Considering the N-Best results of each combination, we defined 3 sub-categories of metrics for T-WER and U-WER.
• "best WER": represents the mean WER computed considering hypotheses with the 695 smallest WER of each spoken sentence.
• "worst WER": represents the mean WER computed considering hypotheses with the highest WER of each spoken sentence.
• "likely WER": represents the mean WER computed considering hypotheses with the highest likelihood from each spoken sentence, i.e., the first of the N-Best hypothesis. The difference between these categories is shown in Fig. 12 , where the likely WER is bounded by the worst and the best WER. The above mentioned metrics have been computed on the basis of four combinations including the Android mobile device or Kinect microphones with the Google or PocketSphinx API. Since they all have the same behavior, and for display clarity, only the "best WER" curves are shown for U-WER and T-WER. 
Experimental Results
User Detection
To demonstrate the improvements brought by the combined upper body + BIP-HOG (fused) detector, we have carried out five detector evaluations: (1) the upper body detector only (without groundHOG), (2) the groundHOG detector only, (3) the BIP-HOG detector 710 only, (4) the upper body + groundHOG detector (exactly as used in [23] ), and (5) the proposed upper body + BIP-HOG detector -all discussed in Section 4. The evaluation is carried out on the UserDet-DT dataset (see Section 8.1) using the MR -FPPI evaluation metrics (see Section 8.2). Fig. 13 shows the results obtained for the different detectors. Based on the log-average miss rate, which characterizes the detector performance on the 715 operating spectrum, the following observations can be made. (1) BIP-HOG shows better performance than groundHOG with a 5.09% log-average miss rate improvement. (2) The upper body detector, which is based on RGB-D data, does significantly better by itself, more than 18% improvement, than the BIP-HOG and groundHOG detectors which use RGB only data. (3) The combined upper body + BIP-HOG (fused) detector does better 720 than all the others with a 27.59% log average miss rate -a 3.15% improvement over the upper body + groundHOG detector. Clearly, these percentage improvements might seem small, but depending on the detector operating point set, they can lead to significant MR variations. For example, setting the operating point to FPPI = 1 leads to an MR of 11%, 17%, 19%, 30%, and 43% for upper body + BIP-HOG, upper body + groundHOG, upper body only, BIP-HOG, and groundHOG respectively. This means the fused upper body + BIP-HOG detector has a true detection rate of 89% with only 1 average FPPI. Even though direct comparison as a performance indicator is not valid, this is comparable with the best results reported on the INRIA public dataset in [16] . Clearly, since some of the detectors reported in [16] do better than BIP-HOG, it is possible to further improve the performance of the combined upper body detector by replacing the BIP-HOG. But this requires the arduous work of implementing the algorithms in a way that can be integrated in real-time robotic systems. For example, one of the best detector reported in [16] , ChnFeats, exists as a Matlab implementation and will have to be re-implemented in C++ and/or GPU compatible languages. Finally, Fig. 14 shows sample results obtained using the upper 735 body + BIP-HOG detector. In all experimental settings henceforth, balancing MR -FPPI performance trade-off, the detector's operating point is set to the point that leads to a 20% MR and ≈ 0.5 FPPI (a corresponding detector threshold value of ϑ o = 0.21).
Intention Detection
This core modality is evaluated using two datasets acquired in robotic and casual office 740 settings. The final test results presented are based on one dataset acquired using PR2 (Intent-DT2) and another dataset acquired in an office environment (Intent-DT1). The third dataset, Intent-DT3 acquired using PR2, is used to tune and learn the HMM parameters. These discrete HMM parameters, the discrete probability distributions involved, are learned via a frequentist approach [63] by counting the occurrences of events in the Intent-
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DT3 dataset -by counting the proportion of transitions made for P (x t |x t−1 ) and proportion of vad/¬vad occurrences during the presence and absence of intention for P (z 2 t |x t ). Accordingly, P (z Table 3 shows the results obtained for the intention detection modality on the two datasets, Intent-DT1 (office environment) and Intent-DT2 (robotic environment). To see the improvement brought by each perceptual component, the evaluation is carried using VAD only as measurement, RGB-D data input only (PSOT tracker output) as measurement, and the combined Multi-modal system. Clearly in all counts, except AED, the proposed multi-modal approach outperforms the others. In fact, it achieves to detect 80% and 72% of user's intentions correctly with low false alarm rate -9% and 14% -on Intent-DT1 and Intent-DT2 respectively. In the robotic dataset, Intent-DT2, it detects with a 20% lag and manages to flag an intention correctly, on average, over 74% of its sustenance. It also demonstrates quite improved performance 760 on Intent-DT1. The VAD based approach, though quite fast owing to the high audio frame rate, leads to significant false alarms and less than average TPR on the robotic dataset.
This arises because VAD only captures a speech signal without any know how about the intended listener. The RGB-D only approach shows quite promising achievements. The results clearly demonstrate, by fusing a very unreliable measurement like the VAD, which 765 might be overlooked, with RGB-D further perceptual improvements can be gained -in our case a 4% to 8% gain in TPR, a significantly reduced FAR (almost by half in the robotic dataset), and improved correct coverage and early detection. Fig. 15c . The posterior on the user's intention increases in Fig. 15d flagging these instances as an intention-forinteraction. The output of the system for Intent-DT1 and Intent-DT2 for a duration of time is illustrated in Fig. 16 , which shows the variation of the posterior over intent and 775 ¬intent. Here, a visual correlation could be made between the ground truth annotation (gray shaded region) and detection output (blue asterisk). Both the ground truth and detection outputs take on binary values, but they are shown here as a gray shaded region (for ground truth) and halfway scaled asterisk markers (for detection) to enhance visibility. It is clear that the detection system does well producing results that coincide with the 780 ground truth frequently. Further description of the used dataset and demonstration videos are made available at http://homepages.laas.fr/aamekonn/cviu_riddle/.
User Distance Mediated Speech Recognition
In this section, some experiments and results that focus on the multi-streams and multi-ASR fusion algorithm exposed in Section 6 are presented. This module is built using two and Google's Speech API 4 . Each ASR system processes two audio streams which results in four combinations of recognition outputs giving N-Best hypothesis. Thus, the speech 790 recognition module returns more than 20 hypotheses for one spoken utterance. The use of two speech recognition APIs is also motivated by the fact that they are not designed for the same kind of applications and can return very different results. The Google API is tuned to be a vocal assistant and built for a large vocabulary recognition. There is no real using Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP) features and HMM, and a restrained grammar is built to focus on the "object search" topic, to limit the system to our robotic application and reduce the recognition error. An experiment is designed to evaluate the recognition module in terms of Word Error Rate (WER), and to demonstrate the improvement of the user perception by the homogeneous fusion framework. In Fig. 17a, results show the "best T-WER" previously defined, show that each combination do not have the same behavior regarding the distance. This is likely due to the fact that each combination is more adapted for one context of use. The combination of the smartphone and Google Speech API performs better during interactions. It recognizes more sentences from a short distance but does not work well beyond one meter. Mean-805 while, the combination of the Kinect and PocketSphinx seems to be more efficient for distant interactions. This is likely due to the fact that the grammar is targeted for our application task, and the Kinect has more directive microphones. Thus, when the sentence is incorrectly recognized, the probability of emitting the correct hypothesis increases. As the best "best U-WER" shows in Fig. 17b , the curves do not evolve in the same way as ev-810 ery empty recognition results are not included in the mean WER computation (U-WER). These curves can be interpreted as the precision of each combination regarding the distance whenever a sentence is recognized modeling P (S|d). This is contrary to Fig. 17a , where the results show WER if only one system is used at any time. U-WER results are used to learn the P (S|d) density presented in Algorithm 2, since the estimation of the precision of each 815 combination is a prerequisite to our fusion algorithm. T-WER results are used to evaluate our algorithm. The P (S|d) density is estimated using a third degree polynomial regression and the four combinations previously mentioned. The extracted 3 rd degree polynomials are shown in Fig. 18a . The random system stands for the fusion algorithm with randomly generated P (S|d) density. (c) This figure represents the switch between each combination. When no hypothesis has been emitted by any combination, the "None" label is selected.
In order to validate the proposed fusion framework, the speech recognition evaluation 820 dataset described in Section 8.1 is used. As four persons have been recorded, a leaveone-out cross-validation method is performed, i.e., three persons are used to learn the P (S|d) density, and one person is used for the test. Since getting a non-empty hypothesis already greatly improves the T-WER, we also applied the same algorithm with a randomly generated density. This demonstrates the advantage of learning P (S|d).
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In Fig. 18b , our system outperforms the other combinations taken separately. Moreover, the learned density also outperforms the randomly generated P (S|d). The relative gain in WER is computed compared to the others combinations, taken alone, and compared to a random initialization of the density. These results are summed up in Table 4 . The use of the density alone improves the WER to 11.6% since it is better than the randomly generated 830 density. Therefore, the density and our fusion algorithm, selecting the next combination if nothing has been recognized by the former selected couple, improves the average WER by 29%. This confirms the interest to combine systems according to the current context in order to improve the reliability of speech recognition in variable situations.
Selecting the more appropriate combination during the same interaction session while 835 the user is moving around (and the distance to the microphone is changing) is the underlying goal of our work. To demonstrate the ability of our framework to address this issue, we show in Fig. 18c the result of the application of our algorithm on all the utterances of a given speaker (51 sentences uttered at four different distances, representing 204 utterances). The P (S|d) density is estimated on the data from the three other speakers. The 840 figure shows how the algorithm switches from one combination to another as we go along the process of these 204 utterances, trying to use the more appropriate combination and lower the WER. Our framework selects preferentially and automatically the Google Speech API for small distances and PocketSphinx for long distances. Finally, to evaluate the developed complete system, a user study is carried out with 17 volunteer elderly participants. The volunteers were recruited from the la Grave Gérontopôle hospital and the LAAS-CNRS laboratory in Toulouse, France. They are all over 60 years of age, ranging from 61 to 84 with a median age of 71, 9 males and 8 females. 9 of them had a previous experience with robots (experts) and 8 had no experience with robots 850 (naïve), there was a majority of males in the experts and of females in the naïve, Table 5 summarizes the demographic distribution of the users. No incentives were provided to the participants.
The objective of the user study was two fold: (1) To assess the soundness of the deployed system by analyzing the success or failure of the perceptual modalities during each experimental session with a user; And (2) to assess the reactions of actual elderly people towards the presented complete system, especially to assess any significant differences between experts and naïves. The user study was conducted in a two day period, mornings and afternoons, inside our robotic laboratory (a controlled environment) with one user at a time. The experimental sessions with a user and a robot lasted from 5 to 15 minutes.
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Each participant was individually briefed with minimal information possible about the capabilities of the deployed robotic system, basically that the robot will help him/her find the position of objects (they were informed the possible list of objects they could ask for), but he/she will have to first express an interest to interact with the robot. We applied a bottom up approach by observing the behavior of volunteers asking the PR2 robot to 865 help them find an object. In all cases PR2 was operating in autonomous mode because a human-driven system (wizard of Oz) would have more reflected the behavior of the human controlling the robot than the autonomous functioning according to the actual command law implemented. The volunteers were filmed from five different simultaneous angles. With regards to the soundness of the deployed robotic system, an experiment is la-870 beled as successful, if the smach based state machine is traversed correctly leading to a "succeeded" output at the end, and it is considered a failure, if by any means, it resulted into an "aborted" or a "preempted" state. The dialogue module based on the Google ASR API using the Android phone microphone was used. The speech fusion framework was not used in this scenario since the user is always close to the smartphone and far from the
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Kinect sensor (1.5m ∼ 2m). This is the determined configuration during interaction based on the closeness of the target to the audio sensors. In all but one case the robot managed to correctly detect the user, transition to its garage state, detect user's intention, and carry-out the close interaction phase as planned -a 94% mission success rate. In 68.75% of these cases (with 11 users), the robot detected the user's intention-for-interaction at 880 the first correct user attempt, while in 18.75% of the time (with 3 users) it detected it at the second attempt, and the rest 12.5% (with 2 users) at the third attempt. In the one exceptional case, the robot failed to detect the user's intention as the user chose to sit far from the robot and the head and shoulder pose estimation modules failed to provide correct estimates. Nevertheless, the experiment continued to the interaction phase by manual 
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The reactions of the elderly to the deployed robotic assistive system, the second objective of the user study, was assessed by analyzing the video films recorded during the experimental runs. The films were analyzed with a focus on facial expression, direction of look of the volunteer, vocal interaction, and body language. For a facial expression the user exhibited during the experiment, a label of "smiling", "doubting", and/or "ex-895 pectant" is assigned (multiple labels can be assigned depending on the manifested facial expression throughout the coarse of the experiment). The labels obtained were 11 "smiling", 7 "doubting", 3 "expectant", (4 were "smiling" and "doubting" and 1 was "smiling" and "expectant"), 2 manifested a different facial expression than the three categories. All volunteers would look at the robot during the interaction. 11 would look at where the robot 900 says the lost objects are, with significantly more of the experts (9 out of 10, Fisher p = 0.034). 11 out of 17 volunteers would spontaneously bend towards the robot with no significant difference whether they were expert or naïve (Fisher p = 0.10). Regarding language, 3 people would speak slowly from the start, 1 of them would also mouth his words from the start, and another 1 would use sentence words. If the robot failed to understand them, 905 11 people would mouth the words, 7 would speed down their flow, 6 would use sentence words, 4 would try and help the understanding by a circumlocution and 4 by a reformulation. We did not observe any sign of fear in those experimental conditions. We could say that there was no difference regarding the position towards the robot between the experts and the naïves, the experts would be more readily accepting information from the robot 910 and using it. Whatever their background is, the volunteers would use the same strategy as they would for a human or pet when observing the failure of a command: mouth the words, speak slowly, try and facilitate with the context or a reformulation. Sample snapshots for two of the participants are shown in Figs. 19 and 20 . Further work on the intentionality will have to take into account that spontaneous behavior in the management of the vocal 915 interaction. Ideally, some level of habituation to the robot, would be of interest if we want to include the validation of the success of the work-flow (i.e., the object is found) in the behavior of the robot.
Conclusions and Future Work
In conclusion, a multi-modal perception based architecture for non-intrusive domestic 920 assistive robot has been described. The presented system exhibits non-intrusive characteristics as it only engages in a close HRI phase when the user expresses his/her intent. It relies on a multi-modal user detector, based on RGB-D data, to localize the user in the scene; a multi-modal user's intention-for-interaction detector, based on RGB-D data and VAD; and various ASR APIs for reliable communication. Each perceptual component has 925 been evaluated separately: a user detector with low MR (24.4% log-average miss rate), a user intention detector with more than 72% TPR, and an ASR with less than 15% best WER (at the preferred configuration). All of these combined led to a non-intrusive robotic system that demonstrated a 94% success rate during experimental runs with 17 elderly volunteers. The user study carried out with these participants also revealed an overall 930 pleasant interaction experience. In addition, the paper also presents relevant implementation details (ROS nodes, and smach based task-level coordinator) that would be pertinent for the scientific community in general. Even though the framework is presented in the context of helping a user find hidden and/or forgotten objects, it is fundamentally generic and can be easily extended to various assistive tasks.
In the near future, the presented system will be augmented with multi-modal action recognition modules to pave the way for more natural interactions and assistive contexts. It is also envisaged to deploy and test the overall system on a humanoid robotic system, specifically the new Romeo robot [64] from Aldebaran Inc. Additionally, several possible future pospects and research axes can be considered: (1) Integrating an automated object 940 detection and recognition capability, possibly a vision and RFID based solution to handle small objects; (2) Further improving the intention detection module with context information, e.g., audio activity detection to identify when the user is watching TV, cooking, or the like; And (3) endow more navigation capability to the mobile robot to navigate to the location of the asked object and provide improved assistance.
